Humans can estimate numerosities -such as the number sheep in a flock -without deliberate 25 counting. A number of biases have been identified in these estimates, which seem primarily 26 rooted in the spatial organization of objects (grouping, symmetry, etc). Most previous studies on 27 the number sense used static stimuli with extremely brief exposure times. However, outside the 28 laboratory, visual scenes are often dynamic and freely viewed for prolonged durations (e.g., a 29 flock of moving sheep). The purpose of the present study is to examine grouping-induced 30 numerosity biases in stimuli that more closely mimic these conditions. To this end, we designed 31 two experiments with limited-dot-lifetime displays (LDDs), in which each dot is visible for a 32 brief period of time and replaced by a new dot elsewhere after its disappearance. The dynamic 33 nature of LDDs prevents subjects from counting even when they are free-viewing a stimulus 34 under prolonged presentation. Subjects estimated the number of dots in arrays that were 35 presented either as a single group or were segregated into two groups by dot proximity, size, 36 color, or motion. Grouping by color and motion reduced perceived numerosity compared to 37 viewing them as a single group. Moreover, the grouping effect sizes between these two features 38 were correlated, which suggests that the effects may share a common, feature-invariant 39 mechanism. Finally, we find that dot size and total stimulus area directly affect perceived 40 numerosity, which makes it difficult to draw reliable conclusions about grouping effects induced 41 by dot proximity and size. Our results provide new insights into biases in numerosity estimation 42 and they demonstrate that the use of LDDs is an effective method to study the human number 43 sense under prolonged viewing. 44 48 cognitive ability has received overwhelming attention in psychological research, much due to a 49 suggested link between the acuity of human number sense and performance on arithmetic tasks 50 [1], as well as the proposal of a dedicated approximate number system to explain this link [2].
INTRODUCTION
Humans can estimate the quantity of a set of objects without explicitly counting them. Lately, this (not to scale). In this example, the test array is composed of two groups, with dot color being the grouping feature. Subjects adjusted the number of dots in the response array through key presses. (B) Snapshots of the eight types of test array used in Experiment 1 (example videos of these stimuli are provided at https://osf.io/vbdf5/). In the one-group conditions (top row), test dots appeared as a single group. In the twogroup conditions (bottom row), the dot array was segregated into two groups, based on proximity, size, color, or motion. The visual properties of the adjustable response array were the same throughout the experiment and matched the properties of dots in the one-group proximity condition (top left). Therefore, we refer to this condition as a baseline condition. Each test array consisted of a set of dots and was presented on the left side of the screen. A 152 response array with an adjustable number of dots was simultaneously presented on the right side 153 of the screen ( Fig. 2A ). Participants were instructed to adjust the number of dots in the response 154 array to match the numerosity of the test array. The arrays were horizontally separated by 8 155 degrees of visual angle and viewed at a distance of approximately 60 cm. A vertical dashed line 156 was shown at the center of the screen to separate the screen into two stimulus areas. Dots in both three one-group conditions, dots in the test array differed from dots in the response array by their were presented within two separate square areas of 32 deg 2 each that were separated by 8 deg.
Proximity
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The entire test stimulus was rotated with a random angle around the midpoint between the two 172 groups. In the two-group size condition, dots in one group were smaller (Ø=0.25 deg.) and dots in 173 the other group larger (Ø=1.0 deg.) than dots in the response array (Ø=0.50 deg.). In the two-174 group color condition, dots in one group were yellow and dots in the other group blue. Finally, in 175 the two-group motion condition, dots in one group travelled with a speed of 1.5 deg. per second 176 in a random direction and dots in the other group travelled with the same speed in the opposite 177 direction. On each two-group trial, one of the two groups was assigned half of the total number of 178 dots plus or minus 0, 1, or 2, dots (randomly chosen) and the remaining dots were assigned to the 179 other group. In each of the 8 described conditions, the test stimulus contained 16 dots on half of 180 the trials and 20 on the other half.
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The visual properties of the response array were fixed throughout the experiment: the 182 dots were blue, 0.50 deg. in diameter, stationary during their lifetime, and presented as a single 183 group. The initial number of dots in the response array was on each trial drawn from a uniform 184 distribution on integers 8-24 when the test stimulus contained 16 dots and on integers 10-30 when 185 the test stimulus contained 20 dots. Adjustments in the response stimulus were made by pressing the "F" and "K" keys to respectively decrease or increase the number of dots. The number of dots 187 in the response array was constrained to the range 0 to 50 a . Responses were submitted by 188 pressing space bar. No feedback was provided. Stimulus arrays were presented in random order 189 with 8 repetitions, giving a total of 128 trials (8 conditions × 2 numerosities × 8 repetitions). The dependent variable in all analyses is the final number of dots in the response array, which we 194 refer to as the point of subjective equality (PSE). We analyze the data using ANOVAs, t-tests, 195 and Pearson correlation tests. In addition to frequentist p values we also report various types of 196 Bayes factors. The first type, denoted BF 10 , specifies the ratio between the evidence for a 197 hypothesis H 1 relative to another hypothesis H 0 , where the latter typically is the "null" hypothesis 198 of no effect. E.g., a finding of BF 10 =3 in a t-test means that the data are 3 times more likely under 199 the hypothesis that there is an effect (H 1 ) compared to the hypothesis that the effect size is 0 (H 0 ).
200
When doing a directed test, we denote the Bayes factor as BF +0 (when "H 1 : Group 1 > Group 2") 201 or BF −0 (when "H 1 : Group 1 < Group 2"). Finally, in the case of an ANOVA, BF inclusion denotes 202 the evidence for an effect averaged across all hypotheses that include the effect relative to all 203 hypotheses that do not include the effect b . For example, BF inclusion =3 for a main effect of some 204 factor F 1 in a multi-factor ANOVA indicates that the data are on average 3 times more likely 205 under hypotheses that include a main effect of F 1 than under hypotheses without this main effect. 206 We use the convention provided by Wagenmakers et al. [33] to label the strength of evidence a Subjects rarely reported numbers close to the edges of the range; over 98% of the responses were in the range [10, 30] . b We do not include higher-order interactions in these analyses (by selecting the option "Across matched models" in JASP), because this provides a better comparison with p-values of main effects from a frequentist ANOVA. driven effects. We present the results per feature, starting with the features in which we found no 231 feature-driven effects. Subjects matched the number of dots in an adjustable response array to the number of dots in 8 different types of test array. We refer to the estimates as the point of subjective equality. The visual properties of test array in the one-group proximity condition (top left) were identical to those of the response array. For comparison, we replotted the PSEs in this condition (black circles in left graph) in the results for the size, color, and motion conditions (gray circles). Segregating dots into two groups resulted in an increase in perceived numerosity in the proximity and size conditions and in a decrease in the color and motion conditions. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. The average reported number of dots is nearly identical between the one-group motion condition 237 ( Fig. 3, right graph, filled circles) and the stationary one-group baseline condition (Fig. 3 While we are mainly interested in feature-driven and grouping-driven biases within features, for 322 completeness we also perform a 2 × 2 × 4 (number of dots × number of groups × grouping feature) 323 within-subjects ANOVA on the entire dataset ( Table 2 ). The results indicate extremely strong 324 evidence for an interaction between number of groups and grouping feature on perceived d Results from a frequentist analysis are consistent with the Bayes Factors: the correlation between motion and color is significant (p=.004) and all others are non-significant (p>.21). numerosity. Moreover, we find extreme evidence for main effects of both number of test dots and 326 grouping feature, but no evidence for a main effect of number of groups. Finally, there is 327 moderate evidence for an interaction between number of dots and grouping feature, with more 328 dots resulting in larger differences. We find differences in perceived numerosity between two-group and one-group arrays in all four 338 tested grouping features. However, there is variation across the tested features in both the effect 339 direction and the conclusions that we are able to draw about the origin of the effects. Grouping by 340 color and motion led in both cases to a decrease in the average perceived number of dots. For 341 both features, we found evidence against feature-driven effects on perceived numerosity and no 342 evidence in favor of such effects. Moreover, we found strong evidence for a correlation in the effect sizes between these two features. Altogether, these results suggest that the grouping effects 344 in the color and motion conditions are caused by a shared, feature-invariant mechanism. By 345 contrast, grouping by dot size and proximity both increased perceived numerosity. However, for 346 these two features we could not rule out that the effects may have been feature-driven rather than 347 due to a difference in the number of groups. In the dot-size conditions, we actually found strong 348 evidence in favor of such effects. This does not exclude the possibility that grouping-driven 349 effects were also present in those data, but we are at present unable to separate the two types of 350 effect. In the proximity conditions, the identified effect may have been caused by a difference in 351 total array area between the two-group and one-group stimuli. of dots in a test array (Fig. 4A) . The stimuli and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1, We also find extremely strong evidence for a main effect of the size of the dots in the 402 response array on reported numerosity (BF inclusion =∞, p<.001), with a positive relation between 403 the two variables: the smaller the dots in the response array, the smaller the reported number of 404 dots (as indicated by the PSE , Fig. 5B ). This result suggests that compensation occurs since the smaller dots in the response array are perceived as more numerous, which is consistent with the smaller objects are typically more abundant within a given area or volume, then this could create
